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ABS PIER CAP PLATES

1” x 8” x 16”   Part ID: 59661
2” x 8” x 16”  Part ID: 59662

Capacity:  8,000 lb. Single Block Pier
  16,000  lb. Double Block Pier Rated

Tie Down Cap Plates can be used in conjunction with other approved 
products. Blocks must be installed open cells up.

Single Pier Plate Stack
1. Install approved pier footings per manufacturer’s instructions or   
 State or local guidelines. (ABS Pad, Concrete, Wood, ETC.)
2. Place 8x8x16 concrete block on footing, making sure to center block   
 under the Beam in the proper direction and build pier to required height.
3. Check size of gap between the top of pier and Beam to determine   
 number/size of cap plate(s) needed. Minimum of a 2” cap plate.
4. Place 59662  (2”) ABS Cap Plate (smooth side up) or other approved cap  
 plate on top of Block making sure to leave less than 1” clearance   
 between top of pier and bottom of beam. Plates can be double stacked   
 using either 2 of the 2” or a 2” & 1” in combination. 
5. Fill any gaps less than 1” between the top of pier cap plate and beam   
 using nominal 1” x 4” x 6” shims in pairs. Try Tie Down #59663 ABS   
 shims, or equivalent approved product.
6. Piers used for perimeter support must be installed with long dimension   
 parallel to the perimeter rail.

Double Pier Plate Stack 
1. Install approved pier footings per manufacturer’s instructions or State or  
 local guidelines. (ABS Pad, Concrete, Wood, ETC.)
2. Place 8x8x16 concrete blocks side by side on footing starting  with first  
 layer positioned so that each layer is interlocked with layer below. When  
 split caps are used and the joint runs perpendicular to the main I-beams,  
 shims and plates must be installed over each individual cap.
3. Check size of gap between the top of pier and Beam to determine   
 number/size of cap plate(s) needed. Minimum of a 2” cap plate.
4. Place 2 of the 59662 ABS cap plates placed side by side and centered on  
 the top of the 2 Blocks making sure to leave less than 1” clearance   
 between top of pier and bottom of beam. Plates can be double stacked   
 using 2 of the 2” or a 2” & 1” in combination.
5. Fill any gaps less than 1” between the top of pier cap plate and beam   
 using nominal 1”x 4”x 6” shims in pairs. Try Tie Down #59663 ABS   
 Shims, or equivalent approved product.
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1” ABS PIER PLATES/CAP BOARDS

1” x 8” x 16”  (nominal) pier plates used to fill in vertical gaps 
between top of pier and bottom of main beam.

Part ID: 59661

2” ABS PIER PLATES/CAP BOARDS

2” x 8” x 16”  (nominal) pier plates used to fill in vertical gaps 
between top of pier and bottom of main beam.

Part ID: 59662

ABS SHIMS/WEDGES

4” x 6” x 1”  (nominal)  Shims to level home and fill gaps 
between base of main beam and top of pier cap.
Shims must be used in pairs.

Part ID: 59663
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